CAP CYBER PROGRAMS
NATIONAL CYBER MISSION TEAM
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITY
Asst Deputy for Cyber Defense (Senior
Member)
The National Cyber Mission Team is seeking support in the area of cyberspace
operations for defensive measures.
The Assistant Cyber Deputy for Operations - Defensive Measures will assist in the
identification of qualification requirements which fit into the existing SQTR process for
credentialing members to participate in operational activities. They will also assist the
Deputy for Cyber Operations in coordination with the Deputy for Enabling Capabilities to
develop the training and evaluation material required, legal and partnership
agreements, and financial requirements to complete and enable member
reimbursements for cyber missions.
Assists in identifying, developing and bringing to market capabilities to meet customers’
operational needs. This will include operational capabilities related to defensive
measures of varying types, and may include ancillary tasks which enable customers to
better leverage their existing cyber force.
Specific Responsibilities:
Identify and assist in the coordination of needs with customers
Assist the Deputy Director for Cyber Operations regarding mission types, tasks,
requirements
Assist in providing requirements to and work with Deputy for Enabling Capabilities to
achieve outcomes
Assist the Deputy for Cyber Operations and other Cyber Operations staff build SQTRs,
define requirements, work with customers to define mission parameters, costs, legal
requirements, technology needs
Assist the Deputy for Cyber Operations in coordinating with National, Region and Wing
staff for cyber education to provide consistency across programs (i.e. OpSec,
Encampments, Wing and Region cyber courses)
Experience and skills desired:
5+ years’ experience in Cyber defense or prevention roles

5+ years’ experience in Civil Air Patrol, military and/or civilian cyber planning and
response operations
Certification related to cybersecurity technology or methodology to include CSSLP,
CHFI, CCNA-CyberOps, CISSP, CISM or similar
Ability to clearly articulate a vision, mission and outcomes desired
Ability to communicate effectively with others
Application Requirements:
- You should have your unit commander’s permission before you apply. A letter of
recommendation (LoR) from your Reporting Senior is highly desired.
- CAP and/or civilian resume
- You will report to Lt Col Jeff Thomas, Deputy Director for Cyberspace Operations
If interested, please contact Lt Col Bryan Pettigrew, National Cyber Mission Deputy
Director for Mission Support bpettigrew@cap.gov, (571) 969-5894.

